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Vizient Learning Academy 

A new trustee education offering 
Advancing capability for the vital contribution of healthcare governance

Case for change 

Healthcare governance has evolved into a challenging, highly complex 

endeavor. Hospital and health system boards must oversee the increasingly 

disruptive and nuanced dynamics associated with delivering reliable, high-

quality and affordable healthcare services. 

The chief executive officer (CEO) and the entire board need to be informed and 

aligned while continuously improving their effectiveness for the sake of 

physicians, clinicians, employees, patients, families and their communities.  

Act now 

Annual subscription launches in 2024. Advance your organizational 

performance through this comprehensive trustee education offering.  

• Participate in a national trustee and CEO learning network. 

• Join four virtual expert-led content and coaching calls. 

• Assess and action plan to enhance board effectiveness.  

• Actively learn through curriculum incorporating problem-solving and 

scenario planning around priority emerging governance topics. 

• Send three individuals to attend the in-person Vizient Trustee Summit June 

19–21, 2024, in Nashville, TN, with preferred pricing for additional 

attendees and exclusive invitation to subscriber events.  

• Tap into electronic resources curated by experts. 

• Access a’ la carte custom coaching, consulting and retreat design. 

Registration fees 

Subscription is $17,000 per organizational board per year.  

Without a subscription, a’ la carte pricing for the in-person Vizient Trustee 

Summit June 19-21, 2024, in Nashville, TN is $4,250 per person.  

Preferred pricing options are available for group subscriptions and summit 

registrations. 

All participants are responsible for associated lodging and travel costs.  

Contact learningacademy@vizientinc.com or visit trustee education to register 

and learn more.

 

 

 

Purpose 

The Vizient trustee education 

offering is designed to support 

trustees and CEOs in their quest to 

govern effectively and advance 

organizational performance. 

Leveraging data insights, industry 

expertise and strategic partners to 

address contemporary healthcare 

issues, this program will deliver 

unique learning and networking 

experiences to strengthen board 

capability and contribution.  

Target audience 

Board chairs, committee chairs and 

trustees with their CEOs 

Constructed to meet the unique 

needs of seasoned trustees and 

those newer to their role, while also 

respecting the differences across 

various sizes and structures of 

organizations and boards.   

 

 

 

Mission 

The Vizient Learning Academy empowers excellence by delivering healthcare learning experiences to advance individual and 

organizational performance. 
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2024 Curriculum overview 

Healthcare landscape, financial health, emerging issues and a forward view 

Learn from national experts from Kaufman Hall, Sg2 and Vizient as they bring you the latest news, emerging issues, 

financial health of the hospital industry, M&A and the year ahead for healthcare, healthcare leaders and boards. 

Environmental sustainability: One threat too profound to ignore 

Address and evolve your organization’s role and contribution to combat climate risk, reduce cost and improve human and 

environmental health.  

Organizational performance and transformation strategy 

Challenge your journey to sustained excellence with the critical contribution of governance. Address the basics for new 

trustees on understanding healthcare quality and deepen the more seasoned trustee’s mastery of quality, safety and 

reliability for leading performance.  

Essential attributes and competencies of governance for success  

Immerse into the basic roles and responsibilities of trustees as critical to successfully functioning governance, and not for 

the faint of heart. Examine demonstration of leading governance practices and learn what to do differently to get better 

results. 

2024 Subscription program structure 

Date Delivery Content 

Q1 

April 18 

Virtual Obtain overview of program, join discussion on the vital role and responsibilities of 
healthcare governance. Launch board effectiveness assessment. Discuss financial 
sustainability and implications of value-based care. 

Q2 

May 30 

Virtual Address assessment results, discuss improvement opportunities and action planning, 
explore continuous board evaluation process with member examples, set the stage for 

June summit with introduction to ESG (environmental, social and governance). 

June 19-21 In-person Trustee 
Summit 

Cover national healthcare landscape, key disrupters, financial health of hospital industry, 
and other emerging issues for governance. Engage in learning tracks, interactive 
problem-solving and action planning for improvement. Act on opportunity for individual 
and team coaching sessions with faculty experts. 

Q3 

Sept 27 

Virtual Receive coaching related to leading governance practice and next action steps for board 
practice improvement. Immerse into critical topics of your priority interests, including 
succession planning and workforce. 

Q4 

Nov 19 

Virtual Investigate the new healthcare landscape, criticality of cybersecurity and other emerging 
issues of interest for governance, including board effectiveness progress to date and 
next level learning opportunities for the year ahead. 

 
 

 

Please contact us at learningacademy@vizientinc.com or visit our trustee 
education website to register and learn more.. 

 

Vizient, Inc. provides solutions and services that improve the delivery of high-value care by aligning cost, quality and market 

performance for more than half of the nation’s healthcare providers. Vizient provides expertise, analytics, advisory services, 

and a contract portfolio representing more than $130 billion in annual member purchasing volume, to improve patient 

outcomes and lower costs. www.vizientinc.com. 
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